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1. License
As stated earlier, the project academic signature is my personal one man show (yet) and
my time resources are limited. Thus I do not want to waste time on dealing with legal
matters. Dealing with legal matters at all (even in the case of public licenses) cannot be
taken lightly, so I avoid it altogether and shall just describe my intentions in plain lay
language to the public.
I hope that no lawyer will force me into unproductive, superfluous battles in that field out of
inferior motives like e.g. protecting the ground for mediocre proprietary software unable to
stand up to competition in the proper way. Lets keep fingers crossed.
My main interest lies in creating a high quality, secure and stable software solution, usable
according to the protocol described in previous sections, embedded in a comprehensive
security framework based on a thorough threat analysis, part of which has also been
presented in previous chapters.
Since each single one of all the marvelous tools(Linux, wxWidgets, wxSmith,
code::blocks,....) used to produce "Academic Signature" is open source, public license,
and all the theoretical background was given to me from the free and open academic
community, I feel obliged to make "Academic Signature" available for everyone,
everywhere at no cost.

2. Ownership
Since I am the author of each and every line of soucecode (except a small subroutine for
sha2), I consider the sourcecode of "Academic Signature" being my intellectual property.
In contrast with most software vendors, however, I draw a clear line between this
intellectual property and ownership of the binary you downloaded from my website.
I consider this binary as entirely yours, it is your property, do with it what you want.
If you feel like it, you can delete it without a trace. (Try this with the stupid MSoffice teaser
or its cronies you cannot avoid being dumped on you if you buy a new windows PC; they
tend to stick with you like lice or ticks.) Or you may copy the "Academic Signature" binary
1000 times and send it to all your friends around the world or post it on your website. You
may also reverse engineer it, if you like to do so. (It might be easier, though, to just ask me
for the code of a specific module.....)
I consider it mandatory that security relevant software and all its data -of course- has only
one master: You, the user which it was imprinted on during hatching of the binary.
I clearly and purposely abandon control over your copy and/or installation of "Academic
Signature".

3. Disclaimer
"Academic Signature" assumes a heightened level of computer literacy among its users
and it furthermore gives itself the luxury to suppose that you read the manual before using
it.
Still, I am human, you are human and "Academic Signature" is a Program. So it may
contain bugs, logical inconsistencies, misleading labels on buttons, may become victim of
a trojan or virus attack or may be used inappropriately by you.
In all these cases I will not bear any responsibility for resulting financial damage. You use
the program at your own risk.
I would morally feel responsible to some degree though and promise to continuously fix
bugs brought to my attention. I furthermore promise to continuously fortify possible targets
for attacks in upcoming updates.
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